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Chapter 2806 

The little star was humiliated to death. I heard that the person she was with for 

a long time hated the little star, so she wanted to kick the little star, but the 

little star didn’t dare to resist, she just wanted more benefits, Wanting to have 

more roles, as a result, the sponsor made the little star do an extremely 

excessive thing. 

If the little star does not obey, he can only withdraw from the entertainment 

industry. 

The little star has no choice but to follow. 

Then, died on the spot. 

At that moment, all the tears Su Cui’e was afraid of came out. 

She worked so hard that she was able to compete with the little star, only to 

find out that the little star lived in such pain. 

It was only at that moment that Su Cui’e realized that a star was nothing at all. 

In the eyes of the real high society, starlets are just playthings. 

Sometimes, life is not in your own hands. 



This kind of life is not in her own hands, and it will soon be Su Cui’e’s turn. 

One day, there is a very talkative person in the entertainment industry who 

asks Su Cui’e to accompany her for a drink. 

The complicated situation at the reception made Su Cui’e unable to stop 

being frightened. 

She sneaked away. 

Since then, incognito has disappeared from the entertainment circle. 

Two or three years later, the character who once let her accompany others fell 

ill and died, and Su Cui’e slowly dared to show her face. But she has a long 

memory, and she has learned a lot, and she no longer wants to be a little star. 

She wants to open a brokerage firm. 

Specialize in cultivating stars, and then let the stars make money for 

themselves. 

She feels that celebrities are rich, but they do not have the right to speak. 

Therefore, she does not want to be a star, she wants to be a rich person with 

the right to speak. 

At the beginning of opening the agency, she encountered some troubles. 

Those who had dealt with her would come to her from time to time, but later 

she actually gave herself a fake name: Mi Qunli. 

Yes, she should be called Mi Qunli now. 

Mi Qunli has been in the entertainment industry for so many years, and she is 

not a scumbag. She knows many ways, and she has worked through many 

paths. She is very good at drilling camps. 



She doesn’t build those big stars. 

She started with this kind of small extras, collecting some extras first, and 

some taking care of the meals. 

Then send these extras in bulk to some of the channels she found, earning a 

lot of money from them. 

In three years, her small and inconspicuous brokerage company has also made 

tens of millions. 

It stands to reason that Mi Qunli is a petty bourgeoisie, with a net worth of 

tens of millions, and she actually has any kind of life she wants, but her 

appetite is getting bigger and bigger. 

She is not satisfied with her status quo. 

What Mi Qunli really wanted in her heart was to break into the upper class. 

Only when you really enter the upper class can you become a real master. 

Even if it is a big star, who is serious in the upper class, it is just a showman. 

She just wants to go beyond the show. 

Be the one who looks down on the actors. 

This kind of opportunity is not easy to come across. She has been looking for 

opportunities and breakthroughs. Just when she herself felt that she might 

really have no hope of integrating into the upper class in her life, her chance 

came. 

Three and a half years ago, Mi Qunli was in the ancient city of Northwest 

China when she met the ladder she was climbing up: Galia. 



Chapter 2807 

At first, Mi Qunli didn’t think that the woman whose face was deformed in 

front of her was so valuable. 

This woman is just 

However, by chance, Mi Qunli heard Yan Yan say to her pair of children: “This 

is your father, your father’s name is Shu Mingzhen, your father is the man who 

loves mother the most in the world, and when mother saves enough money, I 

went back to find my father, my grandparents, my mother’s good sisters, your 

aunt Suzi, and your aunt Rongrong. 

Life will be better for you two little ones when Mommy is back with them. 

Don’t blame mom for making you have a hard time now. 

Can’t blame mom. “ 

When hearing it for the first time, Mi Qunli thought that Yan Yan was talking 

about a dream. 

After talking too much, Mi Qunli became thoughtful. 

It was overheard at first, but later, Mi Qunli eavesdropped on various 

conversations of women, especially some conversations between women and 

her children. 

After a long time, Mi Qunli was sure that this woman must be Shu Mingzhen, 

the son of the famous Shu family in Nancheng, and there was a certain 

connection. 

She began to approach women intentionally. 

Then I learned that the woman’s name was Yan Yan. 



Her meticulous care for Yan Yan made Yan Yan let go of all defenses, and Yan 

Yan, who was alone and helpless, told Mi Qunli all about her life experience 

and everything she had experienced. 

Yan Yan also has little social experience. 

I usually live in a jar of honey. 

After Mi Qunli collected certain information, she planned this drama of dove 

occupying the magpie’s nest. 

The middle-aged father and daughter who lived in the same small yard as Yan 

Yan were actually Mi Qunli’s biological eldest sister and Mi Qunli’s biological 

brother. 

Their family formed a small gang and planned this shocking play of dove 

occupying a magpie’s nest. 

Mi Qunli, who has been in the rivers and lakes for so many years, understands 

one truth, that is, the courageous and the timid are starved to death! 

This is what it means to seek wealth and wealth. 

Mi Qunli firmly believes in this truth. She started plastic surgery. In just three 

years, how many knives did she use? She spent 10 to 20 million on plastic 

surgery alone, and finally made herself look like Yan Yan, and being able to 

look like Yan Yan was more than half of her success. 

Everything that followed was so smooth. 

Even if Yan Yan came back, she was turned away. 

Of course, now that blood relatives recognize each other, there is a killer. 

That’s genetic testing. 



Of course Mi Qunli couldn’t let the real Yan Yan find a hospital for genetic 

testing by herself, so she asked her eldest sister to help her and take the 

initiative to ask for genetic testing. Sure enough, they found the nearest big 

hospital at that time. 

This is all done by them in advance. 

The inspectors of that hospital were also bribed by them in advance. 

The most important step of genetic testing was successfully concealed. The 

real Yan Yan turned into a pile of stinky shit in front of the Yan family, in front 

of Shu Mingzhen, and in front of everyone she knew in Nancheng. 

And she, this fake Yan Yan, who has a face that is seven points similar to Yan 

Yan, can come to the door in a grand manner. 

As soon as she comes back. 

She has a face that is very similar to Yan Yan, and Yan’s father and Yan’s 

mother will never ask her to be monitored again. 

Everything was as Mi Qunli had guessed. 

Yan’s father and Yan’s mother suspected that there was nothing, so they 

accepted Yan Yan, and Uncle Yan and Aunt Yan. 

And Yan Kuan, the eldest brother of the Yan family. 

These people accepted her extremely quickly and tried their best to pamper 

her. 
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